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Below The new Spurs
Stadium designed by
Populous. See Case Study
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GAME, SET
AND MATCH
the Olympics always offers an excuse for
spectacular stadia, but for the year-in, yearout sports fan, regional and national sports
arenas are buffing up their interiors and
facilities to compete with the best for events
and corporate entertaining
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For most ordinary mortals, the
experience of the modern sports stadium is a
fairly a utilitarian one: the excitement comes
from what goes on inside them, not the way
they look or what facilities are offered. Not for
much longer. Since the Arsenal football pitch
was reinvented as Emirates Stadium in 2006,
this £390m world-class corporate hospitality
and sporting venue appears to have prompted
a Mexican wave of one-upmanship among
football and other stadia owners, especially in
the UK. Chelsea, Liverpool, Manchester (City
and United): you name it, if it has a Premier

League team attached to it, it’s either just been
reinvented or refurbished, or soon will be.
It’s more than just competitive
gamesmanship driving this trend, however.
The Hillsborough Stadium disaster in 1989 led
to a massive enquiry into crowd safety at UK
football venues, resulting in a ruling that all
terraces had to be replaced by seating. The
huge investment these refurbishments
entailed, in turn, encouraged a shift in
thinking around football stadia’s income
and appearance. The ensuing emergence
of high-profile sponsors dovetailed with the

realisation that a substantial improvement
in onsite sales of merchandise and food
and beverage could also bring in additional
revenue streams. The current wave of
refurbishments has taken quality, choice and
competitive advantage to a whole new level
however, in a development that is all about
entrepreneurial stadium owners realising their
real-estate assets as year-round venues for
sports, music and other events. Some are even
being transformed into members clubs.
This is currently happening at Wembley,
according to KSS architects, which is

The design ethos of
most modern stadia
puts eronomics and
sense of place front
and centre

that they can’t rest on their laurels. The offer
needs to appeal to a wide range of fans and
a diversity of occasions. Says Brant: ‘We are
creating more distinctive spaces – both
hospitality and corporate spaces that can be
used for other events. It used to be that all
you needed was the brand logo, and then the
club colour everywhere. Now they are looking
for much more sophisticated design.’ For
example, KSS’s latest stadium clients are
requesting silver service-style restaurants for
people who want the fine-dining element, but
also sports bars, lounges and other break-out
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nEW sPUrs stadiUm
Tottenham Hotspurs’ new stadium
is the centerpiece of a major new
regeneration initiative, aimed at
improving the public experience
and the urban realm for this northlondon borough. It incorporates
a lightweight cable-net roof that
stretches across the sweeping,
asymmetric curve of the steel
seating bowl. The bowl bulges to
accommodate a large glass wing at
the southern ‘home end’. In this way,
the importance of the local fans’
support is both acknowledged and

designing a whole new hospitality area for the
venue that will incorporate a private members’
zone called the One Twenty Club. KSS
associate director Debbie Brant says: ‘The
lounge will be available exclusively to
members on match day, and there will be
non-match-day events so that, rather than
joining another London members’ club,
it’s Wembley that will give them everything
they need.’ It’s all about capitalising on the
sports club brand, says Brant: ‘Brands are
understanding the presence and power of
these live spaces.’ Brands are also realising

encouraged. Within this glass wing,
a large atrium space with food court
creates a natural gathering point for
fans both before and after matches.
Seating capacity will be boosted
substantially to 61,000; a single-tier,
17,000 seater structure at the home
end is designed to replicate the
intimacy and flexibility of a traditional
football stand, but with 21st-century
safety standards. A fully retractable
pitch means that the stadium can
cater for NFl matches (Tottenham
announced a deal last year to host NFl

games), as well as concerts and other
major events. Both team and public
facilities are revolutionised, with a
first-class conference and banqueting
hall accessed by a prominent new
entrance next to the East Stand. A new
terrace will form The Tottenham
Experience, comprising a permanent
Visitors Centre and Arrivals Hub, with
interactive museum, cinema, cafe
and shop. Fans and visitors will also
be able to climb the exterior of the
building to experience a Sky Walk,
40m up. Meanwhile, public realm

improvements include a new public
square and landscaping beside the
stadium to improve crowd flows and
enhance the sense of arrival.
Client Tottenham Hotspurs
football club
architecture Populous
Cost £750m
Completion For the start of the
2018-19 season

Arup has brought all its architectural
and engineering skills to the design of
Singapore’s new Sports Hub, with the
aim of creating a world-class model of
its type: a sustainable, fully integrated
sports, entertainment and lifestyle hub
for the region. The 55,000-seater
National Stadium has a moveable,
ultra-thin dome roof structure, which
can extend over the pitch to shade
both players and spectators. The roof
is a strategic element in the venue’s
energy-efficient spectator cooling
system, along with giant louvres that
reduce solar heat gain. Through these

passive design solutions, cooled air
is delivered to every spectator’s seat.
Additional cooling required will be
offset by energy harnessed through
the year from a large PV array.
The roof is clad in a multilayer
ETFE pillow and incorporates a
matrix of lED lights, which can be
programmed for displays – making it
possibly the largest addressable lED
screen in the world. The domed roof is
one of the largest single domes in the
world, spanning 310m. Because of its
ultra-thin shell roof structure, it is also
highly efficient, using the minimum

materials for its construction.
Further flexibility is provided for
programming through an innovative
moving tier design that facilitates
different spectator requirements,
along with a palletised turf system.
This means the venue can be used for
a range of events, from cricket to
football to Singapore’s annual National
Day Parade.
The complex in which the Sports
Hub sits combines the arena with
an indoor world standard aquatic
centre, a 3,000-capacity multipurpose
indoor arena, retail space, a water

sports centre for athletics and public
use, and a sports library and museum.
Client Dragages Singapore &
Singapore Sports Hub
national stadium architecture and
sports venue design Arup Associates
Engineering Arup Associates + Arup
+ DP Architects + AECoM
Capacity 55,000 seats
Cost $1.3bn
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Calatrava) was abandoned to its current
occupants: rats, rising damp and rotting
masonry.
The design ethos of most modern stadia
puts ergonomics and sense of place front and
centre. For example, KSS’s new stadium for
Liverpool’s Anfield site draws inspiration
from its local area in the use of red brick,
colonnades and industrial details. Says KSS’s
Drake: ‘We were looking to show what is
authentically Anfield, what makes you feel –
as a fan – like you’ve come home.’
Even horse racing has entered the

competition – a sporting genre which rarely
gets much architectural attention or reinvention.
Following on from its spectacular arena for
the Beijing Olympics, Herzog & de Meuron
has been busy honing its stadium skills, with
a new scheme recently unveiled for Chelsea
Football Club, and a new multifunctional
stadium in Bordeaux, which opened this year.
This is statement-architecture with a
difference, however. For the New Bordeaux
Stadium, there’s no crazy shape-making, but
an elegant, white forest of 900 slender pillars
surrounding the simple, square structure. The

form and geometries are all about integrating
the building into its landscape, surrounded
by trees and a grid of access roads, and next
to the Fair Park with its large, square lakes.
These pillars around the perimeter are not just
decorative. They also provide easy sightlines
for visitors, through to shops, bars, cafes and
stalls. The arena itself is a ‘bowl’ at the centre
of the space, with its sound and vistas
concentrated inwards thanks to acoustic
panelling. In this way it becomes both
a rousing place to watch sports but also
a fantastic venue for live music. As the largest

sporting venue in France’s south-west region –
it holds 42,000 spectators – it had to offer
a multitude of opportunities for use, in
order to recoup the €183m design and
construction budget. Already it was due
to host five of the Euro 2016 games in June
and July this year.
As suggested earlier, crazy shape-making
comes with the turf where stadia in Asia or the
Middle East are concerned. In regions with
little or nothing in the way of an organic,
grassroots field-sports culture – usually due
to climate – it seems you have to make a
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as possible, leading up to the big event.’
With few exceptions (mostly in the Middle
East and China) the new generation of sports
stadia is not about spectacular shape-making,
overscaling and overspending. Few countries
have the budgets to maintain structures of the
size and splendour of Beijing’s Olympic Bird’s
Nest venue (Herzog & de Meuron, with Arup
and Ai Weiwei), when their own national
sporting infrastructure is less than fully
developed. Lessons have been learned since
the 2004 Olympics’ €9bn Athens Stadium
(costly enhancements courtesy of Santiago

JAMES MuRRAy

spaces, conference facilities and cafes.
‘Stadia realise they need to compete almost
with the high street for hospitality,’ says KSS
associate director Debbie Drake, head of
graphics. ‘They need to become destinations
in themselves. We work across lots of sports –
football, rugby, tennis, national stadia, clubbased stadia. And already they are seeing
a big return on the budgets they invest in
hospitality… They are really paying attention to
the whole customer journey: the arrival at the
stadium, easy wayfinding; they want the whole
experience to be as easy and inspirational
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When new owners took over
Sacramento’s basketball team the
Sacramento Kings they promised a
state-of-the-art new arena to replace
the Eighties’ version, and recruited
AECoM to help deliver the ultimate
fan experience – Arena 3.0.
AECoM has come up with a
unique ‘inside outside’ design that
opens up the complex to the city
surrounding it – distinctly different
from the usual American ‘closed
bowl’ in the suburbs’ solution – and
used parametric design tools to
ensure that every fan gets a great
view of the game. For example,
10,000 of the 17,000 seats are
placed in the 360-degree lower bowl

to bring fans closer to the action.
The main concourse is on top of this
lower bowl, dispensing fans directly
from the entrance to their seats, and
features a range of new restaurants
along with the new plaza out front,
many of which will be ‘farm to fork’
establishments using herbs grown in
the arena’s planted wall at its base.
A displacement air system pumps
cool air from slots under the seats,
providing maximum comfort on hot
summer days but keeping the carbon
footprint low. Furthermore, a vast
array of photovoltaics is planned to
power the arena, with additional
features for the management of
storm water. As well as lEED Gold,

the stadium aims to be the first
major arena to meet California’s ‘Title
24’ energy requirements.
The $447m building has a curved
facade made of silver aluminium and
glass panels, creating a dramatic
impact on the new plaza at the front.
The facade is perforated or embossed
with tree and leaf patterns – a
reference to the city’s plan to plant
a million trees. Says AECoM’s design
principal Rob Rothblatt: ‘The facade
design is a series of pushes and pulls.
It hides some of the service elements
while allowing views in, and enables
us to address the introversion of a
typical sports arena.’
The grand gesture, however,

is the five 18m-high hangar doors
that open on to the plaza and
surrounding development, inviting the
neighbourhood in on the sports action
and acting as a driver for regeneration.
Client Sacramento Kings with the
City of Sacramento
architecture and interiors
AECoM
Construction
Turner Construction
Cost $447m
Completion 2016

EPR Architects put the finishing
touches to a very modern cricket
ground in May 2015: a new Hilton
hotel and spa overlooking the pitch
of Hampshire Cricket Board’s flagship
stadium in Southampton, the Ageas
Bowl. The final part of a 15-year
master plan to improve and upgrade
Southampton’s ageing facilities
involved a relocation and new
stadium, completed in 2001.
The Hilton and its adjacent stands
have been positioned to continue
seamlessly around the stadium to form
a low-level simple roofline, contrasting
with the iconic pavilion, with its tensile
roof and masts. Timber louvre-screen
facades give an organic softness to
the bowl’s appearance and provide
continuity across the structures.
Materials reflect the site’s
location and history, using
predominantly timber and steel, and
complement the parkland setting.
The hotel’s 171 guest rooms,
executive lounge, and spa are joined
by a 700-seat conference and

BarCElona stadiUm
banqueting facility, with views
overlooking the ground. With
hospitality expert EPR responsible for
the entire site’s masterplanning, as
well as hotel and stand design, the
architects have ensured a holistic
and integrated aesthetic across the
site, conveying a kind of upmarket
‘resort’ atmosphere. Even before the
hotel opened, the venue had secured
Test Match Cricket games in 2011,
and went on to host two one-day
internationals in 2015.
Client Ageas Bowl/
Southampton Hotels
architecture and masterplanning
EPR Architects
Value £45m
size 1,250 sq m (hotel building)
stands architect Miller Partnership
interior design Falconer Chester Hall

A multipurpose stadium by HoK will
begin construction in 2017, with the
aim of creating a new sporting and
community hub in the area around
Barcelona FC’s Camp Nou stadium,
to be renamed the Espai Barca sports
district. The new 12,000 capacity
Palau Blaugrana scheme, by HoK
and Barcelona’s TAC Arquitectes,
won an international competition
run by FC Barcelona Sports Club,
thanks to its ‘remarkable innovation’
and its ‘permeability, flexibility and
personality’. It replaces the 7,500-seat
Palau Blaugrana, opened in 1971.
The curvilinear form of the arena
includes an elegant, metallic facade
with transparencies that give fans
sightlines to the surroundings. The
landscaping features concourses,
where the public can enjoy a
street-festival atmosphere, with
outdoor patios, plazas and green
spaces, aimed at enhancing the
atmosphere for fans before and after
matches, and facilitate a year-round
activity programme.

The design for the arena is flexible
(there is retractable seating) to
accommodate different sporting
events, while also meeting the
requirements of Euroleague
basketball. Seating is close to the
action, to create a dynamic atmosphere.
The designers calibrated the venue
and bowl geometries to achieve the
best possible results for viewing
quality and acoustics, and there will be
24 VIP boxes and four sky bars/lounges.
Within the new 35-ha site, the
arena will be joined by an adjacent
court with capacity for 2,000
spectators, an 800-seat ice rink, and
two football fields plus training
facilities for the FCBEscola academy.
Client FC Barcelona
architect HoK and TAC Arquitectes
Cost €90m
schedule Construction starts 2017,
completion 2019
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spectacle out of the building in order to attract
the fans and, more importantly, the fixtures.
But Arup’s recent Singapore Sports Hub is a
model of restraint in many ways. Rather than
create a giant, carbon-hungry monster of a
building which requires air conditioning to be
pumped over the pitch in order for people to
play (yes, we’re talking about you, Qatar), this
55,000-seat national stadium incorporates
passive cooling devices, as much as possible,
to keep spectators and players comfortable
(see case study). It is a pivotal element in the
Marina Bay Master Plan, through which the

Singapore government is attempting to pitch
itself as ‘a great place to work, live and play’.
Arup Associate Chris Dite says: ‘Environmental
sustainability is important, but equally so is
the societal and commercial sustainability that
comes from a well-used event space.’
The ingenious design incorporates a
moveable domed roof whose skirts offer
spectators shelter from the rain, while its
mobility brings vital sunshine where it’s
needed to maintain grass growth. There are
high hopes for the stadium’s impact on the
region’s sports culture – currently thriving but

largely at social and recreational level. Says
Dite: ‘As we have seen, the new facility gives
the city of Singapore a venue which is right
at the top of the table of sporting venues in
South East Asia. The ability for the venue to
host not only a range of different sports events,
but also concerts, the National Day Parade
and cultural events has resulted in the
stadium having more event days per year than
a vast majority of similar, but less flexible
venues…The real evidence of the Sports Hub’s
success is that well over one million people
have visited it since it opened in June 2014.’

More stadia of this size, combined with
flexible smaller spaces and a diversity of
additional facilities is definitely a trend,
according to Arup associate Paul Brislin, who
points to the redevelopment of Olympic parks
(such as London’s) as mixed residential,
leisure, sports and retail hubs. This
combination is already well-established in the
USA, where stadia continue to be built that
can accommodate between 76,000 and 82,000
spectators (twice the size of the earlier
mentioned New Bordeaux Stadium), as part

of vast leisure and retail destinations.
While it is unlikely that European clubs
could justify building on this scale, the all-day
food and entertainment offer that goes with it
is definitely on its way over here, according to
KSS’s Debbie Brant: ‘Here, if there’s a match
day you turn up half an hour before, typically
eat and drink before you get there, and leave
as soon as it finishes. Now clubs are trying to
get people to stay longer.’ With Twickenham
Rugby Ground picking up some NFL matches,
and an increasing number of UK football club

proprietors also owning clubs in the USA, the
drift towards the sports stadia as second home
for loyal fans is only a matter of time.
But there’s more sporting hospitality
innovation afoot, from that most venerable of
UK sports, cricket: at least two UK clubs have
added a hotel to their pitches – a Hilton hotel
is being added to Manchester’s Emirates Old
Trafford Cricket Ground, joining Hampshire’s
Hilton Ageas Bowl (see case study). There may
come a time when true fans don’t have to
leave the stadium at all.
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noUVEaU stadE dE BordEaUX, FranCE
Architectural clarity and simplicity
characterise Herzog & de Meuron’s
design for the Nouveau Stade de
Bordeaux, creating a landmark venue
for this French region. Designed as
a multi-functional stadium that will
host football and rugby matches as
well as major music concerts and
corporate events, it appears as a
luminous white, semi-transparent
box, complementing the surrounding
geometries of the existing, Eightiesbuilt Stadium Velodrome, and the
nearby Floral Park and Bordeaux
woods. Inspired by the local treescape,
an arboreal exterior of white, slender
columns surrounds all four sides of
the structure, interwoven with a
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ribbon-like promenade of food stalls
and toilet facilities around the
perimeter of the arena. A sharp-edged,
rectangular roof steps down to create
the curved bowl of the stadium arena.
This arena features two tiers of
stepped seating sheltered by the
interior canopy. The idea is that
every seat will have a spectacular
view. But views behind into the
perimeter are blocked by acoustic
panels, in order to reduce distraction
and improve sound quality, whether
for chanting rugby fans or cheering
rock lovers.
The intention was to inspire ‘a sense
of monumentality and gracefulness,’
according to the architects.

VIP rooms, media areas and
team changing rooms are all
contained within a plinth set directly
below the performance bowl. There
is also a 200-seat restaurant and
team merchandise shop.
The stadium structure also
houses conference facilities,
including 9,000 sq m of reception
areas, a 250-seat auditorium, 700
sq m of retail space plus, within the
campus, 60 lodges that can
accommodate up to 1,000 guests.
landscaping is provided by
Michel Desvigne, with a scheme that
complements the vertical, slender
rhythm of the stadium structure. He
has also added a community sports

area, including basketball and tennis
courts, plus a children’s playground.
Client City of Bordeaux
architecture Herzog & De Meuron
Executive architect Groupe 6
Capacity 42,115 seats
Gross area 18.6ha (Stadium 4.6ha)
Concept and construction costs
€183m
landscaping Michel Desvigne
Paysagiste

A major evolution is planned for the
home of one of the uK’s biggest
football teams, liverpool. Anfield
Stadium is expanding outwards, to
boost Main Stand seating by 8,500,
and turn it into one of the uK’s largest
all-seater, single-stand structures.
This will bring stadium capacity up
to 54,000. The £115m scheme also
includes a massive improvement in
fan and visitor facilities. KSS Architects
has been responsible for defining
the look of interior and exterior
architecture of the Main Stand,
including the two new hospitality
concourses being built alongside
the existing stadium, and whose
offer brings a standard of facilities

to the general public that other clubs
usually charge a high premium for.
Designed in partnership with
Jacobs and Planit, KSS’s scheme
draws inspiration from the locality,
incorporating materials that resonate
with the surroundings as well as
liverpool’s dockside and industrial
history. Rich-red brick is used on the
new Main Stand elevations, along
with bold, red infrastructural
additions that flag up the colour
of the liverpool strip. Red brick
colonnades also march along the
interior concourses. Artwork that
permeates the interiors has been
inspired by the scarves and flags
held high when the team plays,

while wall graphics will display
famous moments in the club’s
history. Furthermore, a central
seating area will incorporate some
of the original 1906 stadium seats.
Set within the richly textured
Victorian red-brick and steel Main
Stand concourses will be a new bar,
the Anfield Dugout, and table football
and street food will be served to
entice fans to come earlier and stay
longer on match days. Continuity
between old and new architecture –
including the retention of the traditional
four-square stand design rather than
some of the more contemporary,
elliptical stadium shapes – is
intended to ensure fans will always

feel like they’re ‘coming home’.
Phase 1 development will be
ready for the start of the 2016/17
season, and is part of a wider £260m
regeneration master plan for the
Anfield area, which will eventually
see a total of 13,000 new seats
added to the stadium and both
leisure and residential facilities
added to the neighbourhood.
Client liverpool FC
interior architecture KSS
Cost £115m
schedule completing autumn 2016

